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Executive Summary

The US Navy continues to rely heavily on aircraft carriers as the platform of choice for regional

presence.  Shrinking defense budgets and planned decommissioning of older ships necessitate

development of new training platforms as well as a new generation of carriers. The training

carrier platforms will reduce the already high demand on the remaining aircraft carriers, and

offer a very affordable alternative to maintaining an older deactivated carrier for training

purposes. The requirements of such a training platform will demand a large ship able to maintain

medium to high speeds, while sustaining a large load of planes and equipment. Technologies

considered in this study include:

• Electromagnetic Aircraft Launching System (EMALS).

• Advanced Radar phased array radar system to replace existing antennas/radar.

• Modular construction with open architecture.

To fully examine the impact of a converted training carrier, several different variants were

considered. Changes to a baseline variant included adding aircraft elevators, different sized

hangar bays, and also the concept of having the ship perform as a multi-function at-sea all Navy

training platform. Based on the base mission requirements (launching and recovering aircraft in a

training environment), any cost increase that did not significantly increase the mission

effectiveness was discounted as unnecessary. By this comparison, with cost as the leading driver,

the baseline variant was selected. The baseline variant is able to perform all of the proposed

variant missions.

The selected variant has a single EMAL catapult, four arresting gear/wires, and is capable of

sustained speeds of 24.0 knots. An island superstructure was designed to resemble the current

carrier layout, and elevator locations are marked on the flight deck for practice only. The table

below summarizes the ship characteristics:

Table 1.  Baseline AVTX Dimensions and Performance

LBP 905.0 ft LOA 951.0 ft
Beam 105.75 ft Full Load Draft 28.65 ft
Full Load Displacement 54,496 Ltons Light Ship Displacement 37,785 Ltons
Full Load KG 38.57 ft. Light Ship KG 48.80 ft.
Max speed 24.0 knots Endurance 13,800 nm @ 24 knots
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Figure 1.  Final Concept Design Outboard Profile


